More than movement: the use of voice in ancient Greek dance

Usually, the ancient Greek dance was not performed on instrumental music but on vocal music. The sound of the music was important, but the meaning of the words of the song was essential to the transmission of the culture to the younger people. In some cases, the dance was done by adolescents who learned through the song all the myths and the religion of their city. When the dance was not performed by the youngsters, the song played a big part in the preservation of the culture of the city. The people who performed choreographies sang or he only danced while other people sang? The question can be asked for the hyporchema, the paean and for the dances of the theatre.

Originally, the hyporchema is a fast rhythm music, then it is a dance from Crete performed to Apollo with vocal music (1). So there are two meanings for hyporchema: first a quick dance, and second the song on which it was done. But how should we interpret this fact? For Athenaeus, it is a dance with song (2) and he gives the example of pheacian dance on the song of the poet Demodocos (3) and the example of the choreography in Iliad, on Achilles’ shield (4). As he says, the hyporchema is a dance which illustrates the words of the song and he gives the examples of the choreographies in Xenophon’s Anabasis (5). But in XIV, 631c, Athenaeus says that in the hyporchema the chorus dance and sing at the same time. But the historians do not interpret the words of Athenaeus in the same way. For L. Séchan (6), the hyporchema was performed by silent dancers and by singers who do not dance, perhaps because it was a very quick dance (7). For G. Prudhommeau, who used the Peri Orcheseôs of Lucian, the hyporchema is a choreography where the chorus dance and sing at the same time (8). But G. Prudhommeau admits that it is very difficult to dance and sing at the same time (8) and she found a second meaning for the word hyporchema: a gesture, which is an illustration of the words of the song (9).

The paean is a song with dance for Apollo, then after it became a song to thank several divinities (10). The rhythm of the paean was very slow, so L. Séchan thought the chorus could at the same time dance and sing (11). But F. Lassere, in his commentary of the Peri Mousikês of Plutarch, thinks the chorus does not dance in the Paean (12). S. T. Lonsdale, who studied Athenaeus (13) gives nuances:

"The degree of choreographic movement in conjunction with hymns varied. We know from a late source (drawing in all likelihood on Plato's contemporary, the musicologist Aristoxenus) that hymns were sometimes danced, sometimes not." (14)

We find the same problem in the dances of theatre. In the Peri Orcheseôs, Lucian says that formerly the same people danced and sang at the same time but they were out of breath because they were practicing the song and the dance at
the same time (15). So after, they danced but became silent and were accompanied by voices of singers (16) and Lucian, to speak about this fact, used the verb *hupadein* which means “sing on accompaniment”. Lucian writes in the second century AD and the reality, which he describes, is probably true since the Hellenistic period. But what was the situation at the classical period? L. Séchan explains his thought about the tragedy. In the emmeleia, the chorus was singing and moving at the same time but in the *hyporchema*, the chorus was divided in two parts, one who was singing and the other who performed the choreography (17). S. Beta thinks we must reflect on the fact that the dancer wore a mask (18). At the Hellenistic period (19) and the roman period the mask of the dancer is a mask for pantomime, that means this mask is not open at the mouth (20). But it was not the same at the classical period, where the mask of the dancer was the same as the mask of the actor, i.e. with an opening for the mouth. So we can think at the classical period, the mask didn’t prevent the dancer to sing.

To verify the speech of Séchan and Beta about the dances of the theatre, we tried different experiments of practicing the dance and speaking or singing at the same time with a mask. We tried to dance and crow on the "Complaint of Tecmessa" which is a part of a dithyramb from Timothy of Milet, in the IV century B.C. (21) It is a very slow piece and the movement of the choreography must be very slow to be adapted at the dramatic situation: Tecmessa discovers Ajax after his suicide; she is suffering and she wants to say to Ajax a last time that she loves him. It is not hard to move and to sing at the same time when the song is easy, but this complaint presents a very difficult music for a professional singer: he must give very difficult notes, for example an "f" "sharp" and the mask doesn’t help him. If he wants to dance at the same time, he must control very well his voice during the movements of his body, for example when the head is curved back or when the body is bent front. If there is not a perfect coordination of the choreography and the song, the singers cannot give correctly the notes of the music and the famous "f" "sharp". We have already published the conclusions of this experiment (22).

Another experiment consists in dancing and speaking at the same time with a mask on some dactyls heximeters from Nonnos of Panopolis (23) illustrating a war between a lion and some maenads. It is easier to speak and dance at the same time than sing and dance. There is never the risk of making a false note but the sound of the voice can change with the positions of the body (stand up, on the knees, bent forward, curved back, in torsion) and this experiment confirmed the theory of Annie Bélis about the opposition between the treble voice of the maenads and the bass sound of the phrygian aulos (24). But even speaking instead of singing, the movements of the Maenads cause a respiration problem. To be less out of breath it is possible to inspire on metrical pauses, for example on the bucolic pause which is situated between the fourth
and fifth feet of a dactylic hexameter when it exists. The performance will be harder with the song. The edition of the conclusions of this experiment is in progress (25).

A third experiment was done on the archilochians verses of the end of the Wasps of Aristophanes (v. 1518-1537). This work, which was done in collaboration with Philippe Brunet, focused on speech and song and consisted in performing the piece where the chorus dance and sing at the same time while Philocleon tried to beat karkinos and his son at the dance. For this experiment, we tried to give a voice to the karkinoi and to move at the same time with a mask. The dance is very short, so it is possible to perform it. Because this experiment is possible, we are sure it wasn’t difficult to dance and sing the part of the chorus, who was practicing really these two things at the same time, but with movement easier than the karkinoi. The conclusion of this third experiment will be publish soon (26).

All these experiments give us the feeling that in archaic and classical periods, the dancer could use his voice, not only in the ritual performances, but also in the theatrical performances. In the Hellenistic period, the things became different because of the introduction of more professional dancers and actors in the greek theatre and gradually, the chorus was probably divided in two parts: one who was moving, and the other who was singing. But maybe in the ritual chorus, the people went on dancing and singing at the same time.
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